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One of the determining factors of a good rest and sleep is a good and comfortable pillow. An ideal
pillow needs to give a generous amount of support to your head and posture while sleeping without
lumping, sagging and it should maintain that level of support over time.

Latex pillows had been developed to provide comfort and support that everyone needs during the
trip to slumber land whether you are at the ease of your home or busy travelling in the road. They
have a soft inner foam structure that does not droop from continued use. Its resiliency provides
ultimate support and lasting durability.

These plush pillows are made of elastic foam which is derived from the sap of a rubber tree.
Commercial latex pillows could be made from synthetic or natural latex. Natural latex is said to have
come directly from a rubber tree while synthetic latex is a mixture of manufacture

Both types of latex are hypo-allergenic as they have the ability to resist mold, mites and mildew.
These pillows have a properly ventilated design allowing better air condition and moisture
evaporation thus prohibiting the increase of harmful bacteria. One feature that differentiates the two
aside from the natural latex being eco-friendly is that natural latex is petrochemical-free.

There are two variations of the latex pillow that you can choose from depending on your needs:

1.	The bed pillows are made to give your head and neck support while you sleep. This type is
probably what most people are familiar with.

2.	You can also choose from a wide range of lumbar cushions. These little curved pillows are used
as neck rests during travel. This is necessary for people suffering from neck and back pain.

These pillows also come in different sizes of your preference. It is available in several dimensions
like standard, king size and queen size. Some latex pillows are covered with cotton which is the
most common while others are covered with polyester, terrycloth or wool.

Though these pillows come in different grade of firmness you can choose one that fits your
preference, the degree of softness that you are most comfortable with. They are same pillows that
bounce back to shape even when you are moving constantly during sleep.

Though latex pillows are a notch higher in price compared to the traditional pillows, it is a good take
that you might to invest in. Its durability means cost efficiency. Imagine the savings that you would
get by not purchasing a new pillow every time. Latex pillows last longer than traditional ones. Plus
imagine having a good sleep every night sans neck and back pain. Nothing beats a good night
sleep!

Latex pillows are available for purchase in the department stores near you or you can browse
through our online shop, get one for your sleep and have that better sleeping experience!
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